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Abstract Large rockslide-debris avalanches, resulting from flank collapses that shape volcanoes and
mountains on Earth and other object of the solar system, are rapid and dangerous gravity-driven granular
flows that travel abnormal distances. During the last 50 years, numerous physical models have been put forward
to explain their extreme mobility. The principal models are based on fluidization, lubrication, or dynamic
disintegration. However, these processes remain poorly constrained. To identify precisely the transport
mechanisms during debris avalanches, we examined morphometric (fractal dimension and circularity), grain
size, and exoscopic characteristics of the various types of particles (clasts and matrix) from volcanic debris
avalanche deposits of La Réunion Island (Indian Ocean). From these data we demonstrate for the first time
that syn-transport dynamic disintegration continuously operates with the increasing runout distance from
the source down to a grinding limit of 500μm. Below this limit, the particle size reduction exclusively results
from their attrition by frictional interactions. Consequently, the exceptional mobility of debris avalanches
may be explained by the combined effect of elastic energy release during the dynamic disintegration of the
larger clasts and frictional reduction within the matrix due to interactions between the finer particles.

1. Introduction

Debris avalanches are large-volume (>106m3) and high-speed mass movements that affect the flanks of
mountainous and volcanic edifices on Earth and other objects of the solar system, for instance, the Moon,
Mars, Venus, or Iapetus. They locally constitute an important natural hazard on Earth. They are characterized
by an extrememobility quantified by the apparent coefficient of friction defined as tan α=H/L, where H and L
are the vertical and horizontal travel distances, respectively, between the crown and top [Heim, 1932; Hsü,
1978]. However, more recently, Lucas et al. [2014] propose an empirical relation, μ= (1/V)�0.0774, to calculate
the mean effective friction from the avalanche volume.

Currently, the mechanisms involved in the extreme mobility remain poorly constrained for the geological
community [Shalle, 1991; Shaller and Smith-Shaller, 1996; Legros, 2002; Pollet and Schneider, 2004]. The absence
of a consensual explanation to the extreme mobility of the debris avalanches essentially stems in the difficulty
of reconciling theoretical concepts with field observations regarding the internal organization of the deposits
and the textural evolution of transported particles. There are many theoretical models for the extreme
mobility of debris avalanche.Hungr [1990],Davies et al. [1999], and Legros [2002] present an exhaustive inventory.
Since the 1960s these various hypotheses are based on the large-scale architecture of the deposits, theoretical
approaches, and internal structural studies [Hungr, 2006; Strom, 2006; Weidinger et al., 2014]. Some have
been tested using numerical modeling by discrete element simulation [Campbell, 1989] or continuum
models of granular flows [Le Friant et al., 2003; Lucas et al., 2014] as well as physical and analogue modeling
[Andrade and van Wyk de Vries, 2010]. Overall, two main categories of models seem to rise from these
efforts. On the one hand, mechanisms involving fluidization reduce the internal friction throughout the
rock mass [Rochet, 1987] by incorporation of fluid as water [Crandell et al., 1984], air [Kent, 1966], fine-grained
matrix itself [Hsü, 1975, 1978], or release of acoustic waves [Melosh, 1987; Collins and Melosh, 2003]. On
another hand, mechanisms involving lubrication reduce internal friction only in the basal part of the flow.
They are based on the presence of an air cushion [Shreve, 1968; Fahnestock, 1978], water-saturated basal layer
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[Johnson, 1978; Voight and Sousa, 1994], molten basal layer [Erismann, 1979; De Blasio and Elverhøi, 2008],
or sliding sediment layer beneath the flow [Watson and Wright, 1967].

More recently, the concept of dynamic disintegration [Schneider and Fisher, 1998; Davies and McSaveney,
2006] has been proposed. It implies a fragmentation of the rock particles during the avalanche transport
and induces both a clast size reduction by interparticle collisions and subsequent breakage with continuous
energy release [Linkov, 1996; Irme, 2012] that could maintain the dilatancy of the granular mass and con-
tribute to the extreme mobility. However, these various hypotheses suffer from the lack of a mass rock
state quantification during the debris avalanche and require more detailed investigation to be identified
as a realistic process.

The debris avalanche deposits of La Réunion Island (Indian Ocean) provide exceptional opportunities to
observe the evolution of the particles throughout transport, because the deposits are accessible from the
proximal to the distal parts. Our investigations are based on previous studies which have examined the char-
acteristics of the particle for several debris avalanche deposits: Taranaki [Ui et al., 1986], Mount St. Helens
[Komorowski et al., 1991], or Parinacota [Clavero et al., 2002]. Thus, our approach consists of combining field
studies, grain size, exoscopic, and new morphometric measurements using fractal dimension and circularity
indicators based on various particle sizes. Our results bring new insights on processes which contribute to the
extreme mobility of debris avalanches.

2. Geological Setting, Terminology, and Methods
2.1. Debris Avalanches of La Réunion Island

The building of large volcanic edifices, as La Réunion Island, involves a succession of phases of construction
with the accumulation of lava flows and phases of destruction by massive flank landslides resulting from
gravity instabilities. These large-scale landslides are the most important and efficient mass-wasting process
on volcanoes. The largest debris avalanches have been observed on volcanic oceanic islands. The debris ava-
lanche deposits of La Réunion Island result from the successive collapses of the Piton de Neiges volcano
[Bachèlery et al., 2003; Bret et al., 2003], where they are found both in the inner part of the Piton des
Neiges (Cirque de Mafate, Cirque de Salazie, and Cirque de Cilaos) and also near the shoreline.

We have investigated the debris avalanche deposits on the flanks of the Piton des Neiges volcano on La
Réunion Island, at 10 sites (Figure 1) from the source scarp on the volcano (proximal zone) to the sea (distal
zone). The average volume of each debris avalanche depositional unit is on the order of 1 km3 [Arnaud, 2005;
Oehler, 2005; Lacquement and Nehlig, 2008]. The topographic data indicate that the H/L ratio (H= 3069m;
L=25 km) is around 0.13 and suggest that the debris avalanches were highly mobile. Applying the Lucas
et al. [2014] empirical relation for effective friction (μ) to La Réunion debris avalanches, and considering a
mean V ~1 km3 for each debris avalanche unit, μ= 0.2 confirms the high mobility of the debris avalanches.

Debris avalanche deposits are composed of fragments of aphyric and olivine basalts with minor quartz grains
from hydrothermal veins. This compositional consistency argues for a single common volcanic source for all
the avalanches. At all sites, particles forming the breccia deposits are highly fragmented with various sizes, up
to a metric scale (polydisperse granular mass). Absence of fluid escape structures and strong particle packing
argues within the deposits for very minor fluid presence or incorporation within the moving avalanches.
Following Glicken’s nomenclature [Glicken, 1991], the debris avalanche deposits contain large broken rock blocks
with a jigsaw fit [Ui et al., 1986; Glicken, 1991; Shaller, 1991, and references therein], the jigsaw blocks, embedded
in a finer-grained matrix composed of apparently unbroken clasts, the individual clasts (Figure 2a). The jigsaw
blocks are pieces of fragmented rocks that remain coherent without dispersion within the matrix despite their
dense penetrative crack network [Pollet and Schneider, 2004]. The origin of the jigsaw fracturing remains poorly
understood as some authors propose that the fractures of the transported rocks could predate the debris ava-
lanche event [Ui et al., 1986]. The general characteristics of the deposits at each site were studied through field
observations, completed by morphometric measurements and textural scanning electron microscope (SEM)
observations on particles, and grain size analyses.

2.2. Morphometric Methods

Themorphometric analysis was based on digital images of a total of 5000 particle outlines of (1) jigsaw blocks
and (2) individual clasts (Figure 2a), in the 5mm–500mm and 50mm–80μm grain size ranges, respectively.
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Analyzed particles were sampled in the core areas of the outcrop, except for site 10 where the particles were
sampled at the base of the deposit. Our morphometric analyses include the simultaneous measurement of
two shape parameters: the fractal dimension (FD) noted and the circularity (CIR) noted.

The fractal dimension [Mandelbrot, 1967; Orford and Whalley, 1987; Turcotte, 1992] provides information on the
complexity of the particle’s roughness (Text S1 in the Supporting Information). Values range between 1 and 2;
the higher the value, the more complex the shape (Figure S1a in the supporting information). The concept of
fractal dimension [Allen et al., 1995] derives from the assumption that a stable linear relationship appears when
the logarithm of the perimeter estimate (N) of an irregular particle outline is plotted against the logarithm of the
step length (1/ε). Decrease in step length results in an increase of the perimeter by a constant value for particles
whose morphological variations are the same at all measurement scales. The fractal dimension (FD) equals the
slope coefficient of the best fitting linear regression of the plot (Figure S1a). Here we have used the box-counting
method with the public domain Java-based image processing software package ImageJ® [Rasband, 2007] and
with the FracLac® plug-in [Karperien, 2007] to compute the FD values (Figure S1b in the supporting information).

Circularity (CIR) [Blott and Pye, 2008] noted quantifies how the shape of the particle approaches that of a cir-
cle. Values range from 0 to 1, increasing as particles approach a circular shape. Particle outlines were scanned
with a high-resolution scanner (2400 × 4800 dpi). CIR and FD measurements were based on binary 8-bit
gamma-corrected particle pictures. Circularity values were also calculated with ImageJ® (Figure S2 in the
supporting information).

2.3. Grain Size Distributions

Grain size distributionswere determined exclusively for the fine-grainedmatrix (8 cm–63μmgrain size range) at
each site to identify lateral evolution within the avalanche unit. Grain size distributions were measured on the
>63μm fraction by dry sieving. Each fraction was weighted and the number of particles calculated considering
themean density of the particles. Studied samples were collected at the 10 outcrops from the inner parts of the
deposits to avoid the effects of more intense crushing occurring at the base.

Figure 1. The map of La Reunion Island and location of the study area. Location of the debris avalanche deposits of the
Piton des Neiges massif with main flow directions (arrows) and of the studied sites.
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2.4. Exoscopic Method

Exoscopic observations were made using the secondary electron imaging mode of the JEOL JSM-6460LV
SEM. Prior to microscopic examination, the clay mineral coating of the particles were removed by ultrasonic
and chemical cleaning following a protocol modified from Komorowski et al. [1991]. Particles were cleaned
with a 5min long ultrasonic treatment and put in a shaking hydrochloric acid (HCl 10%) bath for 7min.
They were subsequently rinsed one time with acetone and then rinsed again in pure water. Rinsed particles
were placed in a 70% hydrogen peroxide solution for 12 h and rinsed with pure water. Finally, samples were
dried at 50°C during 12 h.

3. Results

The morphometric values are presented in Figure 2b. Each box is the synthesis of 50 values of FD or CIR. CIR
and FD values of jigsaw blocks are presented in grey boxes, and CIR and FD values of individual clasts are pre-
sented in white boxes. The mean FD values for the jigsaw blocks (1.066) do not display significant variability
from proximal to distal sites. They are significantly lower for the individual clasts (1.043) and progressively
decrease (1.09> range of maximal variability >1.005) from proximal sites (sites 1 to 3) to distal sites (sites
8 to 10). The mean CIR (Figure 2b) of jigsaw blocks remain relatively constant (0.263), whereas they clearly
increase for the individual clasts (0.489) in conjunction with distance from the source. FD and CIR values
for both the jigsaw blocks and individual clasts are similar at the most proximal sampling locations (sites 1
to 3) but increasingly deviate from each other toward the more distal sites. Finally, except for sites 1, 2,
and 3, both FD and CIR mean values of individual clasts are lower for particles with grain sizes below 500μm.

A net change of grain size distributions is highlighted for the deposits at all sites (Figure S3 in the supporting
information). Coarse particle (>500μm) content is more abundant in proximal areas (sites 1 to 3), while the

Figure 2. Results of the morphometric and grain size analyses. (a) Photographs of a typical jigsaw block and isolated clast present within the fine-grained matrix of
the debris avalanche deposits. (b) Box plot data of the morphometric data (FD and CIR values) for the four studied sites along the proximal-distal transect. Jigsaw
blocks do not show any variation of the FD and CIR values, whereas a morphological syn-transport evolution is clearly identified for the isolated clasts. Note the
changes of the morphological evolution of the isolated clasts below the grinding limit (<500 μm) for sites 4 to 10.
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fine particles are clearly predominant in distal locations (sites 8 to 10). The proportion of particles >500μm
decreases with increasing runout distance (Table 1).

Moreover, SEM observations reveal a significant change in particle morphology around the 500μm size.
Particles >500μm display microcracks that are similar to cracks observed in megablocks at the outcrop scale
(Figures 3a–3j). Themicrocracks are sharp and deep without preferential shapes. The cracks of the particles typi-
cally show a three-dimensional jigsaw-fit texture with neither open spaces nor apparent relative displacement
[Davies andMcSaveney, 2009]. On the contrary, particles<500μmdonot exhibit anymicrocracks, except at sites

Table 1. Percentage of Particles >500 μm and <500 μm for Each Studied Sitea

Site Supposed Distance From the Source Clast< 500 μm (Percent of Total) Clast> 500 μm (Percent of Total)

S1 1.5 87.31 12.72
S2 2.6 86.99 13.06
S3 5 86.37 13.73
S4 6.8 90.04 10.04
S5 8 88.36 11.71
S6 10 87.62 12.38
S7 12 89.69 10.40
S8 20 93.40 6.68
S9 24.5 93.49 6.51
S10 24.5 94.27 5.76

aThe supposed distances from source give an approximate the value of travelled distance.

Figure 3. SEM photographs of particles from thematrix at all sites for grain sizes larger than and smaller than 500 μm. At sites 1, 2, and 3 particles from both grain size
fractions display fresh cracks and broken surfaces (with arrows) indicating effective dynamic disintegration in the proximal and confined parts of the flow. For sites 4
to 10 cracks are observed exclusively on particles >500 μm (white arrows), whereas the finer particles have subrounded shapes and abraded edges.
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1, 2, and 3 where they affect the lithic particles whatever their size (Figures 3k–3m). These observations are simi-
lar regardless of particle composition (feldspar and olivine crystals and sideromelane). Some observed irregula-
rities, which cannot be considered as microcracks, correspond to abraded older notches. In the distal parts of
the deposits more rounded particles<500μm indicate strong abrasion during their transport within the matrix.

4. Interpretations and Discussion

We interpret the constant shape parameter values of the jigsaw blocks as a signature of dynamic disintegration
that occurs continuously during transport and to the absence of significant subsequent abrasion of newly frag-
mented blocks (stabilities of FD and CIR values). As particles constituting jigsaw blocks remain packed together,
the dynamic disintegration must have occurred uphill very close to the sampling location and just prior to the
debris avalanche deposit. Thus, the elements of jigsaw blocks have not undergone any further textural matura-
tion. Furthermore, the constant FD values at all sites indicate a common fracturing process for all the jigsaw
blocks irrespective of their composition. Conversely, the progressive evolution with the distance of the CIR
values of individual clasts reflects their textural maturation by abrasion during the transport after their formation
by fracturing and further incorporation in the matrix. Concurrently, the progressive decrease of their FD values
demonstrates their increasingly smooth character. A progressive grain size reduction occurs during the entire
transport phase of the avalanche. It results in an increasing proportion matrix to blocks with distance in
response to progressive dynamic disintegration of an increasing number of smaller particles.

Our most important discovery is the recognition of the grinding limit. The grinding limit is defined as the lower
grain size for particles generated by dynamic disintegration in industrial grinders [Boldyrev et al., 1996; Cho et al.,
1996]. The kinetics of particle breakage and the grinding limit depend on material properties as well as on
process parameters influencing the stress intensity [Knieke et al., 2009]. Here the grinding at 500μm is under-
lined by significant changes, below this limit, in FD and CIR values from sites 4 to 10. Below 500μm, the dynamic
disintegration does not operate further as suggested by a more mature texture of the finer particles. SEM
observations confirm the existence of this limit, as particles smaller than 500μm never display any cracks for
sites 4 to 10. In contrast, at sites 1 to 3, the finer particles (<500μm) are microfractured.

From these observations, we postulate that the initial kinetic energy of the avalanche, in conjunction with litho-
static pressure variations (loading and unloading of the granular mass above the fragmenting particles) and
topographic confinement within the valleys walls, favors an intense syn-transport fragmentation and crushing
near the source of the debris avalanche. More distally, as the avalanchemass spreads out and thins over a more
open topographic surface, the confinement becomes inefficient and reduces dynamic disintegration of finer
particles. Indeed, below the grinding limit, the inertia of the finer particles is too low to allow crushing during
interparticle collisions. For these reasons, the grinding limit (500μm) is 102 to 104 times higher than for natural
and experimental particle breakage in fault gouges that develop in more confined conditions [Keulen et al.,
2007]. The evidence of decrease of the confinement is highlighted by the spacing between the clasts in the
jigsaw blocks. It has been measured in jigsaw blocks for each study site. The measurements were made using
image analysis parameters of the software ImageJ® in comparing surface of jigsaw block with (surface S2) and
without (surface S1) spaces (Figure 4a). It appears that the dispersive inflation of the jigsaw blocks after fractur-
ing is more efficient in the distal stages of movement, increasing from approximately 10 to 20% in the proximal
stages of the flow to 50 to 65% in the distal stages (Figures 4b–4d). We must note that the sample collected at
site 10 was obtained from the base of the debris avalanche where the spaces are smaller.

These observations have important consequences on our understanding of the mechanisms operating dur-
ing the transport of a debris avalanche. First, the dynamic disintegration by means of interparticle collisions,
that leads to fracturing by impact loading [Tavares and King, 1998] and shearing within the granular mass, is
driven by kinetic energy input during the initial acceleration of the mobile granular matter. After fracturing,
inflation affects the jigsaw clasts and the progressive dispersion of the subparticles within the matrix sug-
gests some degree of dispersion of the granular flow. The dynamic disintegration occurs continuously for
larger particles (>500μm) throughout the transport, as long as the confinement of the debris avalanche
remains sufficient to maintain an effective frictional stress and subsequent collisional fracturing. The elastic
energy released during particle fragmentation events [Liu et al., 2005], coupled with vibrations inducing
by the moving mass, may serve to maintain the dilatancy necessary to keep the granular mass mobile
[Melosh, 1979, 1987; Collins and Melosh, 2003].
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Second, it appears that dynamic disintegration cannot operate on particles<500μm, except in very proximal
areas under efficient confinement conditions, as the kinetic energy of these finer particles is too low to lead to
effective collisional crushing of finer particles. Third, fragmented particles that escape further crushing are
then smoothed and rounded by frictional abrasion and their size is subsequently reduced. Both dynamic
disintegration and abrasion of fine particles are also indicated by the evolution of grain size distributions
of the matrix in which the proportion of the finer fraction (<500μm) significantly increases with the transport
distance. The presence of this fine-grained matrix reduces the collision rate between coarser particles and
partially inhibits the dynamic disintegration in distal parts of the debris avalanche. We consider however that
the<500μm fraction, below the identified grinding limit, behaves as an interstitial granular fluid of rounded
particles that facilitates debris avalanche motion. Moreover, as suggested in previous studies [Bagnold, 1954;
Hsü, 1975], by flowing and interacting between the larger particles, this fine-grained material (= interstitial
fluid) could locally reduce the effective normal pressure on coarse grains and, consequently, diminish bulk
frictional resistance, sustain dispersion, and fluidize the granular mass (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Evidence of dilatancy in the jigsaw block. (a) S1 shows the initial area of the block and S2 the area after dynamic
disintegration. (b) Increase of the jigsaw block area after dynamic disintegration related to transport distance. (c) Jigsaw block
in the very proximal part of the debris avalanche deposit. (d) Jigsaw block in the distal part of the debris avalanche deposit.
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Our results herein concern mainly the inner parts of the granular mass column, but our observations at site 10
(the base of a deposit) show that the particles are more mature (higher rounding and smoothness), whereas
some studies on debris avalanches in other places suggest a more intense crushing within the sole of debris
avalanche deposits [Robinson et al., 2014]. In the case of La Réunion Island, we assume that the spreading
of the granular mass in the last stages of the flow [Bret et al., 2003; Perinotto, 2014] results of a substantial
loose of topographic confinement with subsequent decrease of the thickness of the flow and resulting
lithostatic confinement.

5. Conclusions

New data from La Réunion Island debris avalanche deposits strongly suggest that two consecutive and com-
plementary major processes, occurring over the transport phase, were clearly identified from morphometric,
textural, and grain size data:

1. Dynamic disintegration affects larger particles and is effective in producing relatively low fine-grained
matrix proportions down to a grinding limit (500μm) during the whole transport phase.

2. Below the grinding limit, interparticle interactions by contact or collision decreases effective normal pres-
sure by stress transmission. These interactions favor the dispersion of the granular mass and rounding of
the particles.

These two general processes were already, but independently, proposed by previous authors to explain the
long runout of debris avalanches. Our work suggests that these two processes can both act together during
debris avalanche transport. The mechanisms that support our model contribute together to sustain the

Figure 5. Schematic models illustrating particle size, shape evolution, and transport mechanisms during debris avalanche motion. (a) The successive dynamic
disintegration steps are achieved by collisional loading on particles down to a 500 μm diameter (grinding limit). Fragmented particles are disseminated within
the matrix by dispersive inflation. Frictional abrasion affects all particles whatever their size. (b) The dilatancy of the granular mass within the debris avalanche is
favored by dynamic disintegration and the subsequent release of elastic energy, as well as by frictional fluidization of the fine-grained matrix. Both processes act
simultaneously, but progressively decrease and increase, respectively, during the transport of the debris avalanche. (c) Interactions between the particles in the
fine-grained matrix [from Melosh, 1987] which locally decrease the effective normal pressure in the rock mass.
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dispersion of the main part of the granular flow and provide arguments to explain the extreme mobility of
debris avalanches. Thus, the processes acting exclusively at the base of the flows may not solely explain this
mobility. They do not necessitate the role of any interstitial fluid (other than pulverized rock) as a lubricating
agent and consequently can be applied to other telluric objects of the solar system. This would be in agree-
ment with Lucas et al. [2014] who found a general trend in the decrease of the effective friction whatever the
location of the landslide or debris avalanche is (on Earth and other planets). These processes are clearly
important in the behavior or rock avalanches and must be considered in future modeling of these hazardous
gravity flows.
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